
Glossary Incoterms Course 

Item Definition 
1) ICC International Chamber of Commerce (ICC).  

2) INCOTREMS INCOTERMS are standard defined trade terms. They are internationally recognized 

as indispensable evidence of buyers and suppliers obligations for delivery of goods 

under a procurement contract.  

3) GROUP E Group E, also called Departure, the supplier minimizes his risk and cost, by making 

the goods available only at his own premises. 

4) GROUP F Group F, also called Main Carriage Paid by Buyer, the supplier arranges and pays 

for the pre-carriage in the country of export. 

5) GROUP C Group C, also called Main Carriage Paid by Supplier, the supplier arranges and 

pays for the main carriage, but without assuming all the risks. For example, when 

agreeing CFR, one of the group C terms, the supplier must pay the costs and 

freight to bring the goods to the port of destination. However, risk is transferred to 

the buyer once the goods are loaded on the ship. The insurance for the goods is 

not included; it is the responsibility of the buyer. 

6) GROUP D Group D, also called Arrival, is used when the buyer minimizes his risk and cost. 

The supplier must make the goods available upon arrival at the agreed destination. 

7) Classifications Sea and inland waterways transportation consists of the following terms: CFR (Cost 
and Freight to the named port), CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight to destination), 
FAS (Free Alongside Ship to the named port) and FOB (Free on Board shipment). 
The other seven terms are applied to all remaining transportation modes, like: road, 

air, rail or a combination of several types. 

8) Ex Works When using Ex Works, you as the buyer will load the goods, clear them for export, 

pay for transportation costs and bear the risks for bringing the goods to their 

destination.  

9) FCA In Free Carrier/ FCA situations, the supplier fulfills his obligation when the goods 

are handed over to the carrier named by the buyer at the named place. If the buyer 

doesn’t name a precise point, the supplier may choose within the range stipulated. 

The supplier must also arrange for export clearance.  

10) FAS Free Alongside Ship/ FAS is used when the supplier fulfills his obligation the 

moment the goods are placed alongside the ship at the named port of shipment. He 

must also clear the goods for export. Any damage of the goods is at the buyer’s 

risk. 

11) FOB Free on Board/ FOB. The supplier must pass the goods over the ship’s rail at the 

named port of shipment and clear them for transportation. Additionally, the supplier 



arranges for export clearance. All costs and risks of loss or damage from that point 

are undertaken by the buyer.  

12) CFR Cost and Freight/ CFR is used when the supplier pays the costs and freight 

necessary to get the goods to the named port of destination and clears the goods 

for export. Costs and risks pass to the buyer once the goods pass the ship’s rail in 

the port of shipment.   

13) CIF Cost, Insurance and Freight/ CIF places same responsibilities on the supplier as 

CFR, the only difference is that he must also procure the insurance.  

14) CPT Carriage Paid To/ CPT means the supplier is responsible for paying the freight for 

the carriage and clearing the goods for export. Any loss or damage to the goods, 

once they are delivered to the carrier, is transferred to the buyer.  

15) CIP Carriage and Insurance Paid To/ CIP is the same as CPT, the only difference is 

that the supplier must also procure the insurance. 

16) DAT Delivered at Terminal/ DAT is used when the supplier delivers the goods to the 

named place and assumes all costs and risks to that destination, except for costs 

related to import custom clearance. 

17) DAP In Delivered at named Place of destination/ DAP contracts, the supplier pays for 

carriage to the named place. He also assumes all risks.  

18) DDP Deliver Duty paid/ DDP is used when the supplier is responsible for all tasks 

involved in moving the goods and deliver them at the buyer’s door. The supplier 

insures the goods and bears all costs and risks.  

 


